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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF THE SIMULATION MODEL FOR DETERMINISTIC SECURE COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL IN QUANTUM CHANNEL WITH NOISE

Abstract. Today there are many methods and approaches used to ensure the privacy of message transmission without encryption. The most advanced technology is quantum cryptography and quantum secure direct communication in particular. It allows information transmission using open channel without previous encryption. From this viewpoint, in this work there was carried out experimental research of the proposed simulation model for deterministic secure direct communication protocol in the quantum channel with noise for qutrit pairs in eavesdropping control mode. Given results can be used for quantum cryptography systems constructing and optimization from viewpoint of asymptotic security as well as its operation rate.
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Introduction
The theory of quantum mechanics, which is the basis of quantum cryptography, allows to improve all possible modern methods of ensuring the information transmission security, to solve the problems of encryption keys distribution that exist in classical (non-quantum) cryptography. Quantum secure direct communication protocol provide secrecy (this term in quantum cryptography denotes confidentiality and/or privacy) of the messages transmission without the use of any encryption methods, since this secrecy is guaranteed by the incomprehensibility of the postulates of quantum physics [1-2]. In deterministic quantum protocols [1,3] two-level, and more often multi-level quantum states of quantum systems groups are used to encode the source text of a secret message that are transmitted via a quantum communication channel. The laws of quantum physics guarantee the detection of eavesdropping in the communication channel, which allows legitimate users (e.g. subjects / users A and B) to detect the intruder (user E) during the communication session and to interrupt the communication session.

Related works
Nowadays, there have been carried out many researches of various types of deterministic quantum secure communication protocols, which can be implemented already on the basis of the available and used technical equipment for the information transmission [4]. This version of the protocol uses two Bell states of an entangled pair of qubits and allows one bit of classical information to be transmitted over one protocol cycle [1]. Using four states of a pair of Bell qubits, that is, using quantum superdense coding, it is possible to increase the number of transmitted bits per cycle by two times [2]. In order to build up the
information capacity, instead of the entangled pairs of qubits, there can used their triples, quarks, etc. The protocol with the entangled states of the Greenberger-Horn-Zeilinger (GHZ) triples and quadruples of qubits provides an information capacity equal to $n$ bits per cycle, that is, the amount of qubits in the used states of GHZ. Also, in order to increase the information capacity of deterministic protocols, it is possible to use entangled states of multi-level quantum systems - for example, in works [6, 7] a protocol using Bell states of a pair of three-level systems (qudits) and quantum superdense coding for qudits. Various types of attacks, in particular a general incoherent attack on various versions of the protocol, including a protocol with pairs of qudits, were considered in works [5-8]. During an attack, the intruder E can obtain some information before he is detected [8, 11-13]. The method of enhancing secrecy, based on the use of random invertible matrices [13], was investigated in work [14]. The model of the deterministic protocol proposed by the authors in work [15] with the use of an alternative method of enhancing secrecy [16] allows to conclude that there is no fact of eavesdropping.

Theoretical researches carried out in [15] confirm the occurrence of problems of synchronous fixation of the changes occurring in the states of transmitted photons, from collective effects in the channel of natural noise and from the intruder. The creation of a model simulating the operation of the protocol in the eavesdropping control mode will provide practical recommendations on the use of a quantum protocol in a channel with noise. Therefore, the purpose of this article is an experimental research of the simulation model of a deterministic protocol with pairs of qudits in the eavesdropping control mode in a channel with noise.

Description of the method

As a result of the research of the deterministic protocol in a channel with noise, in the eavesdropping control mode there was revealed the problem of constructing a model allowing investigating a joint attack of the intruder and natural quantum noise in the channel. In the eavesdropping control mode there is considered the case of the impact on the transmitted qudit of the noise operator.

The model simulates the operation of a deterministic protocol with pairs of qudits in a depolarized channel at the presence of an intruder E. during the research and modeling of the deterministic protocol operation in the eavesdropping control mode there were obtained statistical data on error levels in the bases $x$, $z$ and their average values [15]. In addition, the model used non-quantum method of enhancing the secrecy of the deterministic protocol, which is described in detail in works [9, 16].

In order to begin the process of message transmission, the user A converts his ternary message $a$ ($a = (a_1, ..., a_l), i = 1, ..., l$) of the length $r 	imes t$, then for each block there is generated a random ternary sequence $G$ ($G = (G_{1i}, ..., G_{li}), i = 1, ..., t$) of the size $r 	imes l$, each block of which is $G_i$ bitwise summed according to the module 3 with the corresponding blocks of the message $a_i$:

$$b_i = a_i + G_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Further, with the help of the deterministic protocol, the message $b_i$ ($b = (b_1, ..., b_l), i = 1, ..., l$), resulting according to (1), is transmitted to user B on the quantum channel. In case of message interception or its part by the intruder E, he cannot use it, because, without having randomly generated sequences $G_i$, he cannot restore the original message $a_i$.

After completion of the transmission on the quantum channel, only if the users A and B are confident that the transmission session has not been overheard by the user E, the user B is transmitted sequences $G_i$ along the classical open channel. In order to restore the original message, the user B must use the received random sequences by subtracting them from the corresponding message blocks according to (2):

$$a_i = b_i - G_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The length of the block $r$ is chosen if a high level of stability can be achieved, and if the value of the probability of successful attack of the intruder of the user E after the transmission of one block $s(s(l, q, d) = \left(\frac{1-q}{1-q(1-d)}\right)_{l/0}$ was insignificant.
\[ r = - \frac{k I_0}{\log((1-q)/(1-q \cdot (1-d)))} \]

where \( k \) - the exponent for calculating the probability of a non-detected attack of the intruder E; \( I_0 \) - the amount of information that the intruder E can receive in one cycle of the message transmission mode, \( q \) - the probability of switching to the eavesdropping control mode, \( d \) - the error level occurring from the actions of the intruder E. As a result of an experimental research of the simulation model of a deterministic protocol with pairs of qutrits in a depolarized channel with an attack of the intruder E, there were obtained statistical data on error levels in the bases \( x, z \) and their average values (see. table. 1 in [15]). In the above table, such designations and parameter values are accepted:

1) \textit{length} = 100000 trit - length of the transmitted ternary data;
2) \( k = 4 \), that is \( s(l, q, d, 10^{-k}) \) - an exponent of ten, in order to calculate the probability of a non-detected attack of the intruder E;
3) \( q = [0.1; 0.9] \) - probability of protocol switching between the eavesdropping control modes of and message transmission;
4) \( r \) - block length;
5) \( d = 1/3 \) - the error level occurring from the actions of the intruder E;
6) \( d_x = 0 \ldots 2/3 \) - the probability of attack detecting measured in the basis \( x \);
7) \( d_z = 2/3 \) - the probability of attack detecting measured in the basis \( z \);
8) \( \rho = 0 \ldots 0.5 \) - the probability of state depolarization;
9) \( (1-\rho) \) - the probability of the qubit unchanged state;
10) \( q_x = q_z = 0.5 \) - the probability of switching of the users A and B between the basis \( x \) and \( z \);
11) \( d_{\text{Avg}} \) - the average probability of attack detecting on two basis in an ideal channel;
12) \( l \) - the amount of blocks to which the transmitted data is divided;
13) \( \text{Err}_x, \text{Err}_z, \text{Err}_{\text{mean}} \) - the error probabilities for measurements in the basis \( x, z \) and the average value for the two bases;
14) \( q, (1-q) \) - the probability of switching between the eavesdropping control modes and message transmission, respectively;
15) \( \text{Err}_x \) - the probability of modeling the error for the basis \( x \);
16) \( \text{Err}_z \) - probability of modeling the error for the basis \( z \);
17) \( \text{MinErr}_{lv}, \text{MinErr}_{lv}, \text{MinErr}_{lv} \) - minimum values of error levels;
18) \( \text{MaxErr}_{lv}, \text{MaxErr}_{lv}, \text{MaxErr}_{lv} \) - maximum values of error levels;
19) \( \text{MeanErr}_{lv}, \text{MeanErr}_{lv}, \text{MeanErr}_{lv} \) - average values of error levels.

**Experimental results**

Analysis of the statistical data of the experimental research of the proposed simulation model. On Fig. 1-3 there are presented the diagrams of the dependencies of the \textit{min} value of the error levels, \( \text{MinErr}_{lv} \) at modeling the deterministic protocol operation for different values of \( d_x, d_z, d_{\text{Avg}} \), which are constructed on the basis of Tables 1-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q</th>
<th>p1</th>
<th>p2</th>
<th>p3</th>
<th>p4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0,1</td>
<td>0,091</td>
<td>0,154</td>
<td>0,231</td>
<td>0,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,115</td>
<td>0,167</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>0,36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,08</td>
<td>0,154</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>0,296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 - Modeling results for $d_x=0.333$, $d_y=0.667$, $d_{ev}=-0.5$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q</th>
<th>p1</th>
<th>p2</th>
<th>p3</th>
<th>p4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 - Modeling results for $d_x=0.333$, $d_y=0.667$, $d_{ev}=-0.5$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q</th>
<th>p1</th>
<th>p2</th>
<th>p3</th>
<th>p4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 – Dependence of $\min$ error value levels, $MinErr_{\min}$ at modeling $d_x=0$, $d_y=0.667$, $d_{ev}=-0.333$ and the probability of depolarization of the state of quites from $p = 0.1$ to $p = 0.7$

Figure 2 – Dependence of $\min$ error value levels, $MinErr_{\min}$ at modeling $d_x=0.333$, $d_y=0.667$, $d_{ev}=-0.5$ and the probability of depolarization of the state of quites from $p = 0.1$ to $p = 0.7$
Analyzing Fig. 1-3, the following conclusions can be done:

1. The minimum error levels for both bases (MinErrvl) are sufficiently small and in most cases less than the level of natural noise \( \rho \) (especially for \( \rho \rightarrow 0.7 \)). This means that the users A and B can make an incorrect conclusion about the presence of the intruder E, therefore, at a sufficiently high level of natural noise the legitimate users must transmit a sufficiently large amount of blocks and only then decide whether there is the attack of the intruder E;

2. The probability \( q \) significantly influences the data transmission rate by a deterministic protocol - the smaller \( q \) is, the more often the data is transmitted and the higher the speed is. In addition, the length of the block \( r \) also depends on \( q \) - with the decreasing \( q \) according to the exponential law it increases;

3. At \( \rho \rightarrow 0.7 \) and at the attack of the intruder E with zero error level in one of the basis (for example, \( d_e=0, d_{bx}=0.333 \) - figure 1), the average error level of MeanErrvl almost does not exceed \( p \), therefore legitimate users can accept incorrect decision about the absence of the attack - it is necessary to check the average level of errors in each of the basises \( x \) and \( z \) separately, in one of these basises the error level will be close to the value \( 2/3 \);

4. For reliable detection of the attack the legitimate users should use a quantum channel with a natural noise level - in practice this means using a channel of the limited length.

Conclusion and future work

Therefore, in this work there were carried out experimental researches of the simulation model of the secure direct communication protocol in a quantum channel with noise for a pair of qudits in the eavesdropping control mode proposed by the authors earlier. The obtained results allow legitimate users to choose the most effective strategy for secure data exchange, depending on the level of noise in the quantum communication channel. These results can be used for the construction and optimization of the quantum cryptography systems in terms of increasing the asymptotic stability of the system and the speed of its operation.
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**ШУЫ БАР КВАНТТЫК АРНАДА КАУІПСІЗДІККІ БАЙЛАНЫСТЫН ДЕТЕРМИНИСТИКАЛЫҚ ХАТТАМА ЖУМЫСЫНЫН НИМАЦИЯЛЫҚ УЛГІСІНІН ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТИТІК ЗЕРТТЕУЕЛІ**

Аннотация. Бұтінге күнге шифрлауды қолдануыз ғабарлығы жәберуінің күпілікпен өтет етуін қамтамасыз етуінің қамтамасыз етуін қамтамасыз етуінің қамтамасыз етуінің қамтамасыз етуінің. Ол ақшаға қатысты арнаме қалдырынан алдына алдына шифрлауды жәберуімін қамтамасыз етуінің. Осыға байланысты, берілген жағдайда тұтыну қабылдау резиденцияда күрметтер жәбізінің шұыңда бар кванттык арнада авторлар үсынган қаупісіз байланыстың детерминистикалық хаттамасының нымациялық улгісінің эксперименттик зерттеуін оқізілді. Алынған нәтижелеріңіз кванттык криптография құжаттары және хаттамасынан аспіттік талап салуын қызмет етеді, өйткені ол улгісін көптеген қатар, кванттык арнада қаупісіз байланыс қабылдау, қаупісіз байланыс қабылдау, қаупісіз байланыс қабылдау, қаупісіз байланыс қабылдау.
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ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТАЛЬНЫЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЯ ИМITАЦИОННОЙ МОДЕЛИ РАБОТЫ
ДЕТЕРМИНИСТИЧЕСКОГО ПРОТОКОЛА БЕЗОПАСНОЙ СВЯЗИ
В КВАНТОВОМ КАНАЛЕ С ШУМОМ

Аннотация. На сегодняшний день существует много методов и подходов, используемых для обеспечения секретности передачи сообщений без применения шифрования. Самая развитая технология это квантовая криптография, в частности квантовая прямая безопасная связь, позволяющая передавать информацию по открытому каналу без предварительного шифрования. В этой связи, в данной работе проведены экспериментальные исследования предложенной авторами имитационной модели детерминистического протокола безопасной связи в квантовом канале с шумом для пары кубитов в режиме контроля подслушивания. Полученные результаты могут быть использованы для построения и оптимизации систем квантовой криптографии с точки зрения повышения асимптотической стойкости системы и скорости ее работы.

Ключевые слова: защита информации, квантовая криптография, детерминистический протокол, квантовое распределение ключей, квантовая прямая безопасная связь, кубит, кубит.
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